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1. INTRODUCTION AND HISTORY 
TS Tools is an admin tool and script generator designed for administrators of server farms and large 

networks of client computers based on Windows operating systems. TS Tools development started in 

1998, when the Bootlogger module was created to track when and how often a faulty server crashed. 

The vendor for said server claimed that it never crashed, so proof was needed as it automatically 

restarted. During the following years, several scripts and modules where made to solve various 

problems. In 2007, we started to put it all together in a single program, and the modules where 

generalized to make them more useful to others. Version 3 was the first version not considered Beta, 

and the first version to have anything resembling a manual. 

TS Tools is made by systems administrators for systems administrators. Functions are added based 

on need, and we try to keep the interface simplistic. Sadly though, a simplistic interface doesn’t 

necessary make TS Tools simple to understand. We have a fairly large codebase containing basic and 

advanced functions created and updated since 1998. When new functions are added we try to 

generalize them as much as possible, but some of them are created to solve a particular problem or 

automate a specific task. 



2. NEW IN VERSION 5 
Some time after the release of version 4 we realized we had become a victim of our own productivity 

and created a program riddled by featureitis. Version 4 had so many functions it was easy to get lost 

and very difficult to use for the uninitiated. This also made the program very difficult to maintain, the 

GUI alone had grown to almost 5000 lines of code. In version 5 we attempt to rectify this by splitting 

the program in to multiple modules. They all use the same database format, with the exception of 

Stats, which has always had its own format. The different modules use the database(s) to 

communicate with each other. This makes it easier to maintain the individual modules, and enable us 

to create different interfaces using the same functions in different ways. We have tried to use as 

many common GUI elements as possible in the new modules. 



3. LICENSING 
The license agreement is written in Norwegian only. This is because Lokna Computer Systems (LCS) is 

a Norwegian company governed by Norwegian law, and because lawyers are expensive. If you don’t 

understand Norwegian, the licensing agreement has two main purposes: to protect LCS from legal 

and financial claims from it’s users, and to make sure that users have purchased a license for using TS 

Tools. If you are a good for nothing software pirate, remember this: thousands of work hours and a 

lot of cash have been put into to the making of this application. It is made and tested by 

professionals and it will save you and your company lots of money and man hours if you use it 

correctly. 

TS Tools is licensed as follows: 

 The log viewer is free for anyone to use as long as you accept the license agreement. 

 Bootlogger is free for non commercial use. Commercial use requires a license. 

 TS Tools suite is licensed per site or per administrator. Site license costs vary by the number 

of servers and computers you have. The main program and modules can be installed 

separately. One license for the TS Tools suite includes one license for other tools in the TS 

Tools series 

  Most tools are licensed per administrator, but Stats and LogCrusher is  licensed per 

monitored server 

 

A license is valid for one version of TS Tools only, that is, if you by a version 3 license it is valid for 

version 3.x but not 4.x. We also provide a software assurance plan, where you pay a quarterly license 

fee.  



4. SUPPORT 
Support is provided by developers or consultants in English and Norwegian at an hourly rate by 

email. The rate varies depending on how fast you need an answer and how often you need help. 

Contact us for a quote. 



5. GENERAL INFORMATION 
Most outputs are tab separated to facilitate post processing in a database or spreadsheet. TS Tools 

execute all commands using the current user’s permissions. It should therefore be started by a user 

with domain admin privileges in a domain environment. All user authentications are handled by the 

operating system, no usernames or passwords are stored in TS Tools. 

TS Tools is developed in a leapfrog kind of pace, that is, when changes come, they come quickly and 

usually a lot at the same time. Thus it is not uncommon to come across undocumented features. As 

with all other features, try them out in a lab before you let them loose in a production environment. 

If you need help, contact our support team. 

In this manual, TS Tools refers to the TS Tools Suite unless otherwise specified in the text. For 

documentation regarding the other applications in the TS Tools series, see lokna.no. 



6. WARNING 
As stated in the license agreement, some of the tools in the TS Tools series are dangerous, and the 

consequences of improper use could be dire. You are responsible for educating yourself on the 

functions and scripts you apply, we take no responsibility what so ever for your use or abuse of this 

software. Running a single malformed registry writer macro could easily take down an entire forest 

of domains, so remember to double-check everything before you click write. 



7. INSTALLATION 
TS Tools requires .Net framework v 4 and the SQLCE 3.5 runtime. If you run the setup file, it will 

attempt to download and install them automatically if they are not already installed. If that fails, just 

download them from Windows update or download.microsoft.com.  To install the entire TS Tools 

suite you will need a computer running 64 bit Windows as the main module is 64 bit only.  

 Download the latest setup packages from http://lokna.no/?page_id=200. You will need two 

packages, the Main application and the 64 bit version of TS Tools Modules. 

 Execute the main application installer. Both packages are contained in a self-extracting zip 

file that automatically unzips to c:\temp\[name] [version]. If the package has already been 

extracted, nothing happens when you run it. Otherwise the installer starts automatically 

once the unzip operation has completed. 

 Follow the wizard and install the required components if necessary. Make a note of the 

target folder for later use. 

 Install the TS Tools Modules package in the same manner. Make sure that you DO NOT install 

it in the same target folder as the main application. 

 Place a copy of your license file (TS Tools.lic) in both target folders. By default, TS Tools is 

installed in “%programfiles%\Lokna Computer Systems\TS Tools” and 

“%programfiles%\Lokna Computer Systems\TS Tools\Modules”. 

 Launch the main application and create a new database or open an existing one. 

The Modules package can be installed separately if necessary, and a 32 bit version is available. If you 

install both packages, make sure to update both at the same time. The minor versions are not 

synchronized, but a later version of one might require the latest version of the other, especially if the 

data file schema has been changed. 

http://lokna.no/?page_id=200


8. LAUNCHER 

 

This is the first window you are greeted with when loading the main module. It lets you select a 

database file and launch the main program if you have a valid license. It also tells you which user 

credentials the program is running under. 

 

8.1. BUTTONS 

[…] Browse for a database file 

[Default] Set database to |DataDirectory|\tstools.sdf, which is the default file installed with the 

program. 

[New] Create a new database file. 

[Compact] Compact the selected database file. 

[Update DB] Try to update the selected database to the latest schema. 

[Launch] Start the program with the selected database 

8.2. FIELDS 

Database: The currently selected database file 

Licensed to: Name of the company or user the program is licensed to (if any). If no valid license is 

detected, launcher will start the log viewer instead of the main program. Use of the log viewer alone 

requires no license. 



9. MAIN WINDOW 

 

Here you can control all the main functions. The first tab that greets you is the server list. This list is 

utilized by all the modules in the TS Tools suite, provided you load the same database. You can use 

the same database simultaneously in different modules, but only on one computer. This is a 

limitation of MSSQL CE 3.5.  

9.1. BUTTONS 

Macros 

Launch log viewer 

Save settings and database 

Open settings tab 

About button 

[Activate all] set all servers active 



[Activate none] set all servers inactive 

[Quick Activate] Activate servers based on the filter string in settings. 

[Search] Activate servers based on the search string provided. The string is based on standard where 

query syntax. (And yes, if you want to make a mess for yourself you could probably inject sql). E.g. 

sql% gives you servers with a name starting with sql, %sql the ones that ends with sql and %sql% 

servers who contain “sql” as part of their name. 

 

 



10. SERVERS TAB 

 

This module manages the servers and client computers defined in the database. The term server is 

used throughout this document, but most functions are also valid when targeting client computers. It 

has been tested against Windows server 2000, 2003 and 2008, Windows XP,Windows Vista and 

Windows 7. Some functions and macros only work on specific OS versions. You can also add other 

stuff to the server list, such as network and SAN equipment. Clicking the remote button will then 

launch a telnet session, and you can use the web link as mentioned below. 

10.1. FIELDS 

For each server you can add a MAC address and a description. The MAC address is used by the wake 

on lan feature. The name must be the server’s network name, as it is used to access the server. 

The Active column is used to determine which servers are queried in modules that are server specific. 

The Windows column indicates that this is a windows based server. 

The web column is used to specify a web address for an administrative webpage. # can be used as a 

shortcut for the server name/IP. Double click the web column to open in the default browser. 

The Remote button launches a remote console (RDP) session if Windows is checked. If not it tries to 

start a telnet session. See settings for telnet command definition. 

The SQL port field is used to mark the server as a server running some version of MSSQL on the 

specified port. This is used by the QuickQuery module. 



11. FILECHECK MODULE 
This module is still part of the main module. A separate FileSearch module combining Filecheck and 

Advanced filecheck is planned, 

 

This module is used to check all active Windows servers for the existence of a specific file on a 

specific path. Administrative drive shares have to be enabled for this to work (c$, d$ …). 

11.1. BUTTONS EXPLAINED 

[Run check] starts the check and returns the results in the results box. 

[Add to log] Adds whatever is in the results box to the log in the database, one entry per line. 

11.2. FIELDS EXPLAINED 

Drive: The drive on which the file should reside. One letter only, no ‘:’ or ‘$’. 

Path: The path to the file. Any trailing backslash is trimmed. E.g. Program Files\LCS 

Filename: The name of the file itself. Spaces are ok, any valid filename can be used, but remember 

that it is the locale of the computer running TS Tools that determine how special characters are 

interpreted. This can be a challenge if you combine Unicode and non-unicode target servers. 



12. ADVANCED FILECHECK MODULE 

 

 

This module is one of the more complex modules in TS Tools. It is geared towards roaming profiles 

and similar folder structures, that is, you have a root folder containing a lot of subfolders with similar 

content where the folder name is related too or equals a user name. 

It has three main functions: 

Check a specific file in each profile for size and report files larger than x bytes. This function was a 

response to a problem related to terminal server roaming profiles. A user’s registry hive (ntuser.dat) 

would grow to immense proportions, thus slowing down logon to the server farm. 

Add a prefix or suffix to files matching the criteria above. This enabled us to generate a script for 

deleting all oversized registry hives. Because of this, the output from this module is not tab separated 

since it is meant to be copied into a .cmd file. 

Search for dead SID’s. A dead SID is in this context a security rights assignment for a file or folder 

referring to a user which no longer exists in the domain. This situation comes up when users are 

deleted from AD, and could cause a lot of trouble, especially if the deleted user is the only one with 

access to specific files. 

12.1. BUTTONS  

 [Find] starts searching for files in subfolders the specified root folder. E.g if c:\users is the root folder, 

folders c:\users\all users and c:\users\default user will be searched. 

[Dead Sid] checks the ownership of subfolders two levels down from the specified root folder. To 

pass the test, the folders must be owned by a user named domain\subfolder. If the topmost folder 

fails, subfolders are not checked. Sample output when domain is set to jklv and root folder is set to 

c:\users: 

#**# Looking for dead folder owner sids's in subfolders to \\jklv\users. (Two levels down, 

ergo root\*. and root\*.\*.) 



\\jklv\users\All Users owner is NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM, should be JKLV\ALL USERS 

\\jklv\users\Default owner is BUILTIN\Administrators, should be JKLV\DEFAULT 

\\jklv\users\Default User owner is NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM, should be JKLV\DEFAULT USER 

\\jklv\users\JKL owner is NT AUTHORITY\SYSTEM, should be JKLV\JKL 

\\jklv\users\Public owner is BUILTIN\Administrators, should be JKLV\PUBLIC 

 

 

 

#**# 5 folders was owned by another user or had an invalid owner SID. 

#**# 0 folders was not checked due to access restrictions or other errors. 

#**# 5 folders was checked 

Note: Dead SID functionality is part of the new Roundup module. 

 

[Add to log] Adds whatever is in the results box to the log in the database, one entry per linefeed. 

12.2. FIELDS EXPLAINED 

Root folder: The folder containing the subfolders to be searched, see above for details. 

Result prefix: When the checkbox is ticked, adds the specified text in front of each line. 

Result suffix: When the checkbox is ticked, adds the specified text at the end of each line. 

File to find: Name of the file to search for, see above for details. 

Minimum files size: Minimum size of the file to find in bytes. Setting this value to 0 finds all matching 

files. 

Domain: the NT domain name to check for the existence of user names, se abocve for details. 

 



13. TS TOOLS REGISTRY MODULE 

 

 

This module is a combination of the v4 registry modules. It has two main functions, Check and Write. 

Check is used to check all active servers for the existence and content of a specific registry value. 

Write will create or update the contents of a given value. 

Some registry macros check more than one value. TS Tools will check if the key exists, and if so check 

if the value exists and list its content. 

13.1. BUTTONS EXPLAINED 

starts the check and returns the results in the results box. 

Writes the specified key/value 

Lists active windows servers in the loaded database.  

Contains a list of macros with common or rare registry values. 

 Adds whatever is in the results box to the log in the database, one entry per linefeed. 

Clears the result pane. 

Saves changes to the database and config file. 



13.2. FIELDS EXPLAINED 

Hive: The hive in which the key exists. Current user is excluded as it is only relevant at the local 

computer. 

Key: The key with path. No trailing backslash, e.g.  “software\microsoft\windows nt”. Not case 

sensitive. 

Value: The name of the value itself. 

Data:  Used by the write function only. The specified data is written to the value. Make sure that you 

use the correct data format. Expand string, DWord(32 bit) and String is supported. 



14. TS TOOLS EVENTLOG SEARCH MODULE 

 

 

This module is used to scan the event log on all active servers for specific events. Each server is 

searched in a separate thread to speed things up. Search speed depends on network load, server 

load, message age and the size of the log in question. 

14.1. BUTTONS EXPLAINED 

Lists active windows servers in the loaded database.  

 Starts searching using the specified parameters 

Contains a list of macros with common or rare Event searches. 

 Adds whatever is in the results box to the log in the database, one entry per linefeed. 

Clears the result pane. 

Saves changes to the database and config file. 

14.2. FIELDS EXPLAINED 

Eventlog: Name of the log to search. Since custom logs have become commonplace, this is a free text 

field. Eventlog names are sometimes case sensitive. We have yet to find any logic in this, so just enter 

them as they are written 

EventID: Numeric Event ID to search for. Optional. If blank all Event IDs are listed. 

Event source: source of the event, case sensitive. Optional. 

Search string: A string in the event message to search for, case sensitive. Optional. 



Message age: How far back in time we will search, specified in days. If set to zero, all events are 

included. 

Ignore information events: If checked, information events are not listed. 

If all optional fields are left blank, all events are returned. Such a search will take a very long time to 

complete and might cause TS Tools to exceed the memory allocation of the host computer. 

14.3. WHAT SOURCE AND ID? 

In Windows Vista, 2008 and later, the people at Microsoft have changed the format of Event IDs for 

some reason or other. This means that an event listed in the built in event viewer with Event ID 

13456 might actually be Event ID 15. To identify the true ID, examine the details pane, more 

specifically the system part of it which is collapsed by default. 

 



15. SCRIPT GENERATOR 

 

This module has two sub-modules, one for scripts targeting server names, and one for scripts 

targeting profile folders. 

The servers sub-module simply lists active servers with an optional prefix or suffix. 

The profile folders sub-module is a folder centric version of what you find in Advanced filecheck. This 

module was created to solve the problems discovered by a Dead SID check, but can be used for other 

purposes. 

Example from the Grant profile access macro: 



 

Result prefix, if checked, is added first. Then follows the subfolder name, after that the result suffix 

and the presumed user name (Domain\subfolder name). If user suffix is checked, this is added after 

the username. 

When admin user is checked as well, three more lines are added per result, plus an ECHO header to 

identify the user. The purpose of these lines are: 

1. Take ownership of the folder and give it to the administrators group. (takeown…) 

2. Grant the admin user access to the folder. 

3. The command generated by the other fields (prefix, suffix, user prefix). 

4. Set the user as owner of the folder. 

When used as in the example, this will ensure that both the user and administrator have full access 

to the profile, and that the user is the owner of the profile. The latter is usually required for the user 

to be able to log on with the profile. 

 

 

15.1. BUTTONS EXPLAINED 

[Save] Saves all settings for all modules to the config file (C:\Documents and settings\username\...) 

[Generate] See descriptions above for each sub-module. 



 [Add to log] Adds whatever is in the results box to the log in the database, one entry per linefeed. 

 



16. WMI QUERY 

 

Used to run a WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) query against all active servers and 

return the result. Some standard queries are defined as macros in the menu, but you can enter any 

valid WMI scope and select based query. Properties are listed alphabetically regardless of which 

order they are entered in. This is a WMI limitation as far as I can tell. The output is as most other 

outputs tab separated, and can be copy pasted directly into MS Excel or similar grid structures for 

increased readability. 

Each query is run in a separate thread, so usually this should be fairly fast. Bear in mind though, if the 

query returns a massive amount of data for a lot of servers, displaying said data will cause a pause 

after the query is finished. This is not a bug; you just have to wait while the text is loaded into the 

control. I have yet to se a crash caused by this, but I suppose it could happen if your query produces 

more data than can fit in GUI memory. Should this happen, split your query and try again. 

16.1. BUTTONS EXPLAINED 

[Save] Saves all settings for all modules to the config file (C:\Documents and settings\username\...) 

[Run query] starts the query and returns the results in the results box. 

[Add to log] Adds whatever is in the results box to the log in the database, one entry per linefeed. 

16.2. FIELDS EXPLAINED 



Scope: The scope to run the WMI query in. WMI has several scopes, some default, some OS specific 

and some generated by specific software. The dot (.) is replaced by the server name; ergo \\.\root 

becomes \\jklv\root, \\server2\root and so forth. Not adding a dot to the scope will result in the 

same query running x times, where x is the number of active servers. 

Query: a select based WMI query. It has to follow the WMI select syntax, which is very similar to SQL 

syntax. 



17. MISC 

 

This was a collection of small scripts and features that didn’t get their own module in V3. Most of 

them are now either retired or moved to another module.  

17.1. WAKE ON LAN 

This script use the MAC address stored in the server list to remotely power up a computer with a 

standard WOL package. These packages usually don’t cross routers and switches unless the network 

has been designed to let them through. Just select a server with a MAC address and click [Wake up]. 

Test it before you depend on it. 



18. SETTINGS 

 

This module is used to modify general settings. Settings are stored in a user and version specific 

.config file. When a new version of TS Tools is started for the first time, it tries to import the settings 

from any existing config files. (The latest version) 

Loaded database shows you which database you are using. 

“TS Tools modules location” specify were the submodules are so the main module can launch them. 

Right click the tray icon for menu. If you don’t install TS Tools Modules in the default folder, you have 

to update this setting. 

Telnet command is used to launch a telnet session to a server. It should contain a program path and 

command line switches divided by a comma. Place a # where you want the server name to be 

inserted. E.g. “c:\programfiler\putty\putty.exe,#” will launch the command c:\programfiler\putty.exe 

server name. 



19. TS TOOLS.EXE COMMAND LINE SWITCHES 

 



20. IFOUMEMBER.EXE 
This is a tool meant for use in batch scripts. It checks if the local machine (or any named machine) is 

member of a specific OU, and sets an error level accordingly. 

 

20.1. SYNTAX 

LCS  IfOUMember command line syntax 

 

ifoumember /c [Computername](optional) /ou [Organizational unit]/d [domain 

name] 

/c      Optional name of the computer to search for. 

        If blank, defaults to local computer. 

/ou     The organizational unit to search, e.g. computers 

/d      Domain name on dns form, e.g. lokna.com 

/?      display this message 

 

Errorlevels: 

0       Computer found in OU 

1       Computer NOT found in OU 

2       An exception occurred 

20.2. SAMPLE BATCH FILE 

@echo off 

.\Debug\ifoumember /d stfk.int /OU=Tannhelse,OU=PC,OU=Maskiner 

@if "%ERRORLEVEL%" == "0" goto good 

 

:fail 

    echo Execution Failed 

    echo return value = %ERRORLEVEL% 

    goto end 

 

:good 

    echo Execution Succeded 

    echo return value = %ERRORLEVEL% 

    goto end 

 

:end 



21. TS TOOLS AD 
 

 

Searches the domain for the computer account specified. This function is used to 

determine whether a computer has been successfully added to the domain. Is also useful if you want 

to determine in which organizational unit (OU) a computer account resides. If value is not specified, it 

defaults to the local computer name. 

 and  translates AD object names to 

SIDs and SIDs to object names.  

Lists group members, including members of any nested groups. Specify group 

name as value. 

 

You have to be logged in to the domain for this to work, but administrative rights is usually not 

required. 

 



22. TS TOOLS ROUNDUP 
  

Search for user folders that are not in use. Here, a user folder is any folder whose name is the 

same as the username associated with it. Also lists folders whose owner SIDs are dead, that is, 

does not translate to a user account due to the account being deleted. Integrated with the main 

module.  



23. TS TOOLS NINJA 
  

Searching for folders and files that the user running the program is unable to access. Used for 

finding and correcting permission errors.  



24. TS TOOLS LOGCRUSHER 
Compressing and deleting log files to avoid server crash due to the disk filling up with log files. It 

was developed for WWW servers, but should be useful for any application that permits its log files 

to be deleted while it is running. 

 



25. TS TOOLS BOOTLOGGER 
  

Gammel modul, brukes for å detektere hardwarekrasj som medfører omstart og ikke logges i 

eventlog. Ble utviklet for Windows NT og 2000 server. Nyere versjoner av Windows logger de aller 

fleste krasj og varsler om dette ved pålogging, så denne er lite brukt i dag. 



26. TS TOOLS QUICKQUERY 
An easy way to execute parameterized select queries. Developed to enable administrators who are 

not comfortable with or permitted to run SQL Management Studio to run select queries. It provides a 

rudimentary interface for any select query with up to 3 named parameters. Details about the 

database server and the select query itself are entered into a TS Tools database. 

Script list and editor: 

 

You enter parameters into the SQL query as @Param1, @Param2 and @Param3 (case sensistive). 

The parameter fields in the editor define the labels for the interface. Whatever the user enters into 

the parameter boxes is inserted into the query. There is no syntax checking other than what .net 

provides by default. 

 

26.1. SCRIPT INTERFACE FOR A SCRIPT WITH ONE PARAMETER: 



 

The wrap text checkbox defines whether or not text in the columns is wrapped to keep an entire row 

on screen if possible. Enabled by default, but van be turned off to maximize the number of rows 

displayed on screen. 



27. HOW TO 
This section describes some of the tasks you can accomplish with TS Tools. Refer to previous chapters 

for details when necessary. 

27.1. DELETE CACHED USER PROFILES FROM TERMINAL SERVERS 

INTRO 

If you have a lot of users being added and deleted each year, it may be wise to clear out cached 

profiles on the terminal servers at least once a year. The process described will only delete cached 

profiles, so the risk for loosing user data is minimal. But, you should always have a valid backup 

before you delete files in case something goes wrong. 

Users logged in to the server while the script runs will not be affected, that is, their cached profiles 

will remain intact. 

PROCEDURE 

 Make sure only the target servers are active in the servers module. 

 Save any edits to active servers. 

 Click [Misc Macros], Scripts, Delete cached profiles 

 Review the script, and save it to a .cmd file. 

 Run the cmd file on a computer that has the delprof utility installed. Most servers have it, but 

if you don’t find it you can download it from Microsoft. You have to run this in an elevated 

console and as a user that has administrative rights to servers in question. 

Sample script: 

REM Generating server script 

REM Result prefix: delprof /Q /R /C: 

delprof /Q /R /C:TS01 

REM 1 servers scripted 

REM Script generated by TS Tools 2009.06.03 03:58:46 
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